Social Class for Collective Health Research: A Conceptual and Empirical Challenge.
Social Determination of Health (SDH)/Collective Health is a Latin American framework that sees the Marxist core concept of social class as fundamental for understanding health inequalities. In contrast to social stratification approaches, Marxist proposals seek to understand health as part of the historical transformations of capitalism's mode of production. In this article we aim to analyze the relationship between social class and health inequalities using data from the IV Oral Health National Study in Colombia. We conducted hierarchical cluster analyses to classify the population in five class positions and three living conditions clusters, which reflect how the spheres of production and social reproduction relate to social classes in Colombia. To measure oral health we use DMFT, as well as care and treatment needs indexes. Through variance analysis models we found that people from more exploited class positions and worse living conditions have more active disease and higher treatment needs. Despite technical and conceptual challenges, we conclude that a social class analytical framework can be operationalised via the interrelated spheres of production and social reproduction, which sheds light on the relationship between health inequalities and the class structure of the capitalist system.